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ABSTRACT
The emergent ﬁeld of cavity quantum materials bridges collective many-body phenomena in solid state platforms with strong light–matter
coupling in cavity quantum electrodynamics. This brief review provides an overview of the state of the art of cavity platforms and highlights
recent theoretical proposals and ﬁrst experimental demonstrations of cavity control of collective phenomena in quantum materials. This
encompasses light–matter coupling between electrons and cavity modes, cavity superconductivity, cavity phononics and ferroelectricity, correlated systems in a cavity, light–magnon coupling, cavity topology and the quantum Hall effect, as well as super-radiance. An outlook of
potential future developments is given.
C 2022 Author(s). All article content, except where otherwise noted, is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution (CC BY) license (http://
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Quantum materials are complex quantum many-body systems
consisting of multiple atomic species. Their low-energy physics typically features a complex interplay of charge, spin, orbital, and lattice
degrees of freedom, giving rise to intricate phase diagrams with correlated and/or topological ground states that can be controlled by external stimuli. The control of quantum materials through nonthermal
pathways with short and strong laser pulses has been reviewed
recently.1,2
A different strategy toward modifying the emergent properties of
quantum materials is opened when one considers the replacement of a
classical laser ﬁeld by quantum-mechanical photon modes in a cavity.
Strong light–matter couplings have been demonstrated in molecules,3,4
evidenced by large Rabi splitting, and have led to ﬁrst demonstrations
and proposals of cavity-induced changes of chemical reactions, sometimes called ‘polaritonic chemistry.’5–9 Moreover, the enhancement of
charge transport in organic molecules in cavities10 was reported and
spurred subsequent theoretical investigations into cavity-induced
changes in transport11–13 and optical properties.14–16 This led to the
suggestion that condensed-matter platforms and their embedding in
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cavities should be further explored with the goal to modify their emergent properties.17,18
While light–matter coupling in the classical case is weak, given
by the bare ﬁne structure constant in vacuum, many photons created
by a laser occupy a macroscopic coherent state that can change a material’s properties. On the contrary, the key idea behind the engineering
of materials’ properties with quantized photon modes is that the effective optical mode volume can be reduced by constructing a suitable
surrounding (cavity), and the light–matter coupling can thus be
increased compared to its bare value (ultrastrong or even deep strong
coupling, see Sec. II). Due to the stronger coupling, the number of
photons required to signiﬁcantly change the physics of the light–
matter system can potentially be reduced, perhaps even to the point
where no photons are required (dark cavity) and the pure quantum
ﬂuctuations of light sufﬁce to achieve certain effects.
The purpose of this brief review is to provide an overview of
recent research activities that bridge the ﬁelds of quantum materials
and cavity quantum electrodynamics (QED), which we call ‘cavity
quantum materials.’ Importantly, this article is not aimed at providing
an extensive review of research into strong cavity light–matter coupling in all possible platforms. In particular, we note that there is an
entire ﬁeld of exciton polaritonics and exciton-polariton condensates,
which is complementary to the focus of this brief review in that the
coupling to light happens via quasi-bosonic excitations of the electron
system, namely, excitons, relevant mostly in semiconductors. We refer
to excellent reviews of the rich phenomenology in this ﬁeld for further
reading.19,20 Moreover, ultracold quantum gases constitute another
important platform in which the collective behavior of cavity-coupled
many-body systems can be studied; here, we refer to a recent comprehensive review, Ref. 21.
This brief review is structured as follows. First, we give an overview of the state of cavity quantum electrodynamics (cavity QED)
insofar as it concerns the cavity control of materials in Sec. II. Then,
we discuss the cavity control of quantum materials in Sec. III. We
focus, in particular, on the different light–matter coupling opportunities in Sec. III A, and the cavity control of collective phenomena in Sec.
III B. We provide an Outlook of promising directions and relevant
future work in Sec. IV.
II. CAVITY QED AND EXPERIMENTAL STATE
OF THE ART
Cavity QED traditionally concerns itself with the interaction of a
single or multiple emitters with the well-deﬁned ﬁeld mode of a cavity.
If only a single dipolar transition of the emitters couples strongly to
the cavity with frequency x, we can describe it in terms of a simple
two-level model and quantify the light–matter interaction by a single
coupling strength g. In order to assess the emerging physics, we have
to compare this coupling strength with the loss rates in the system, i.e.,
with the cavity loss ccav and the material loss cmat. The cavity quality
factor is deﬁned as Q ¼ x=ccav .
In the weak coupling regime, where the loss rates dominate over
coherent coupling, g  ccav ; cmat , the dynamics are essentially incoherent and each emitter will interact independently with the cavity.
Nevertheless, the presence of the cavity manifests itself in the change
of the excited state lifetimes of the emitters as described by the Purcell
effect.27
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When the coherent coupling becomes comparable to the loss
rates, g ⲏ ccav ; cmat , we enter the strong coupling regime, where the
recurrent exchange of excitation quanta between cavity mode and
emitters leads to the formation of hybridized states, which inherit
properties of both constituent parts.28,29 In this regime, the different
emitters start to feel each other’s presence, forming collective states
called polaritons.30 The presence and stability of such collective states
are usually quantiﬁed by the cooperativity C ¼ 4g 2 =ðccav cmat Þ.9,28 A
high cooperativity C  1 signals a regime where emitters behave as a
single collective state.
When the coupling becomes even stronger such that it is comparable to the bare cavity frequency, g ⱗ x, we enter the ultrastrong coupling
regime. In this regime, counter-rotating, energy-nonconserving terms in
the light–matter interaction become relevant and the ground state of the
coupled cavity–emitter system is affected. Recent theory work indicates
that this can even happen in the presence of strong losses.31
Finally, recent experiments have reached an even more extreme
regime, dubbed deep strong coupling, where coherent coupling
becomes the dominant energy scale in the system.23,28 In particular, it
is larger than the bare cavity frequency, g > x.
With current technologies, there are two approaches to reach a
strong light–matter coupling regime: (1) In the optical regime, where
the coupling is always a fraction of the bare cavity frequency, g  x,
it can only be reached in high-ﬁnesse cavities with large quality factors32,33 in order to beat the loss rate. (2) More recently, with the
advent of nanoplasmonic cavities in the terahertz or microwave (MW)
regime, another route to reach a strong coupling regime has become
available—it leverages the strong compression of plasmonic nearﬁelds
far below the farﬁeld diffraction limit, Vmode  ðk=2Þ3 , to create very
large interaction strengths. These can reach strong coupling (or even
deep strong coupling23) in the presence of ‘noisy’ samples with large
losses or low quality factors. It is this second route, which is most
appealing for the manipulation of quantum materials, and in the following we will review the different platforms that exist today.
A. Microcavities
Microcavity structures are multimode cavities that are formed
by metallic or dielectric mirrors.34 We depict a hybrid example in
Fig. 1(a). An in-depth introduction to the coupling of high-quality
microcavities to monolayer semiconductors can be found in Ref. 35.
Metallic microcavities are intrinsically lossy, thus restricting the
achievable quality factor, but their strong conﬁnement of the cavity
light ﬁeld produces large Rabi splitting. Conversely, distributed Bragg
reﬂectors (DBRs) allow for higher quality factors, while limiting the
conﬁnement.
B. Split-ring resonator cavities
An example of a nanoplasmonic split-ring resonator is depicted
in Fig. 1(b). These gold structures can be coupled to two-dimensional
electron gases through evanescent waves,36 and are capable of achieving the largest cavity mode volume compression reported to date,
V  105 k3 . They are consequently the only experimental platform,
where coupling strengths exceeding the bare cavity resonance
were reported,23,37 thus reaching the deep strong coupling regime.
Their metallic nature restricts their quality factor to below Q  10.
A detailed discussion of their properties is found in Ref. 38.
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FIG. 1. Platforms in condensed matter cavity QED: (a) Microcavity setup for the coupling of interband transitions. In this hybrid example, the top cavity mirror consists of a gold
sheet. The dielectric PMMA ﬁlling material ﬁlls the cavity volume. The sample is given by a monolayer semiconductor, here WSe2. The bottom mirror of the resonator is formed
by a distributed Bragg reﬂector (DBR). Such a setup was employed, e.g., in Ref. 22. (b) A nanoplasmonic split-ring cavity, where the resonator is formed by the gold structure.
The ﬁeld is mostly conﬁned between the two horizontal bars, and can couple evanescently to an underlying two-dimensional material, here sketched as the blue layer.
Reprinted with permission from Bayer et al., Nano Lett. 17, 6340–6344 (2017). Copyright 2017 American Chemical Society.23 (c) and (d) Two realizations of terahertz photonic
crystal cavities. In panel (c), the cavity is formed by defects in a two-dimensional array of holes in the dielectric material. Figures (c) and (d) reprinted with permission from J.
Appl. Phys. 125, 213103 (2019). Copyright 2019 AIP publishing.24 In ﬁgure (d), silicon wafers act as Bragg reﬂectors to contain the cavity ﬁeld. Reprinted with permission from
Zhang et al., Nat. Phys. 12, 1005–1011 (2016). Copyright 2016 Springer Nature.25 (e) Proposal of a graphene/hBN surface plasmon cavity coupling to quantum material
(BSCCO) below. Reprinted with permission from Berkowitz et al., Nano Lett. 21, 308–316 (2021). Copyright 2021 American Chemical Society.26

These platforms were recently used to induce strong coupling of collective excitations in cuprate superconductors with light.39,40
C. Array defect cavities
Figure 1(c) shows an example of a terahertz defect cavity. It is
formed by defects in a two-dimensional array of holes, which are
drilled inside a dielectric material. Here, the cavity ﬁeld can couple to
phononic or magnonic excitation inside this material.24 These cavities
combine substantial mode compression compared to free space cavities, V  103 k3 with larger quality factors than split-ring cavities, for
which Q ⱗ 103 .
D. Semiconductor heterostructure cavities
Figure 1(d) shows another example of a photonic crystal cavity.
It is composed of silicon wafers that form DBRs, and a central block
acting as a defect where large ﬁeld enhancements can be achieved. A
two-dimensional electron gas, as indicated in Fig. 1(d), which is placed
near this central block can experience large light–matter coupling at
large cooperativities,25 such that energy-nonconserving terms in the
interaction become relevant.41
E. Plasmonic/polaritonic layer cavities
Strong light–matter coupling can be achieved by placing a sample
in the vicinity of a metallic, graphene, or hexagonal boron nitride
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(hBN) layer, where strongly conﬁned surface plasmon polaritons
can hybridize with the sample’s excitations.42 A theoretical proposal
for such a structure is shown in Fig. 1(e). A recent experiment, Ref. 43,
reported the largest mode volume compression to date, V  5
 1010 k30 (where k0 is the free space resonance wavelength) in the
mid-infrared (IR) and THz region. This platform also enables strong
coupling with propagating phonon polaritons,44 i.e., coupling at large
momenta.
 rot cavities
F. Terahertz Fabry–Pe
Cryogenic cavities in the terahertz regime were recently developed.45 While they do not feature the strong ﬁeld compression of
nearﬁeld cavities, their unique strength lies in the continuous tunability of the cavity resonances, which will enable their coupling to a great
variety of collective modes in correlated materials.
III. CAVITY CONTROL OF QUANTUM MATERIALS
A. Cavity light–matter coupling
Fundamentally, charged matter couples to light (or any form of
electromagnetic ﬁeld) via the minimal coupling, i.e., p ! p  qA,
where p is the momentum of the particle, q is its charge and A is the
vector potential of the electromagnetic ﬁeld. Here, we have set the scalar potential to zero, describing the light ﬁeld by A alone. Freely
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moving electrons with charge q ¼ e thus experience a coupling
described via the kinetic energy

p2
1
1  2
ðp þ eAÞ2 ¼
p þ epA þ eAp þ e2 A2
!
2m
2m
2m

1  2
p þ 2eAp þ e2 A2 ;
¼
2m

(1)

where for the last equality we have chosen the Coulomb gauge rA ¼ 0
for convenience, yielding pA ¼ Ap. In general, both terms, eAp and
e2 A2 , must be kept, although for small A (or e) the latter is often
neglected over the former. Such a situation is not applicable in the QED
strong light–matter coupling context we are considering here.
The example of freely moving charges discussed above, though
instructive, is not very relevant to the case of materials strongly coupled to light in a cavity. First, the ions of the crystal (assumed within a
Born approximation to be static and classical) deﬁne a periodic lattice
potential requiring the extension of Bloch’s theorem in the presence of
a cavity mode. Second, ﬂuctuations in the charged ions’ position (even
if the Born approximation holds to high precision) can couple to the
light ﬁeld as well, yielding direct phonon–photon coupling. Third,
electronic excitation via the light ﬁeld can excite a myriad of collective
phenomena (being of collective electronic, vibrational, or other
nature)—a subsidiary effect that requires a detailed study of the microscopic interplay of different degrees of freedom in a solid. It can be
described using the minimal coupling approach upon integrating out
the fermionic degrees of freedom.46–48
To address the ﬁrst complication of electrons moving in a periodic potential subject to a light ﬁeld, we need to extend the standard
Bloch theorem to include, in general, the time- and space-dependent,
vector potential A.49 Furthermore, in the case of strong light–matter
coupling in a cavity the quantization of the light ﬁeld might be of relevance and the classical ﬁeld A should be replaced by a quantized one.
In a pragmatic approach (valid in the regime of not too strongly varying vector potentials and not too strong light–matter interaction), one
might start with a tight-binding model for the material and add the
effects of the light ﬁeld by Peierls substitution where hopping amplitudes between Wannier states  and  0 centered at R and R0 are
dressed by a phase factor (written here for a spatially homogeneous
ﬁeld, i.e., in dipole and single-mode approximation) such that
e

0

t;0 ðR  R0 Þ ! t;0 ðR  R0 ÞeihcAðRR Þ

(2)

and the ﬁeld A is quantized after this substitution has been performed.
In tight-binding models, further light–matter coupling terms can arise
compared to the case when free particles are minimally coupled to a
gauge ﬁeld. One of these intriguing additional light–matter couplings
was recently linked to the quantum geometry of the electronic wavefunctions in the presence of non-trivial quantum geometry.50–52 These
couplings go entirely beyond a classical paradigm, where only the electronic band slope (velocity) and curvature (inverse effective mass)
determine the paramagnetic and diamagnetic light–matter coupling,
respectively. In certain cases, the quantum-geometric terms can dominate the physics, in particular in ﬂatband systems50 where classical
light–matter coupling vanishes. Intriguingly, in these ﬂatband systems
the vanishing electronic kinetic energy can thus lead to comparatively
large quantum-geometric light–matter coupling effects even when the
light–matter coupling strength is not large per se.
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In the ultrastrong coupling regime the above questions, e.g., how
to set up tight-binding models, have attracted a lot of research interest
lately.14,53–56 In this limit, solving the full problem of a light-matter
coupled particle in a periodic potential proves more difﬁcult. In addition to the Peierls substitution in Eq. (2), there are dipolar and higher
order matrix elements in the quantum light-matter Hamiltonian in a
tight-binding basis,53–55 and the validity of few-band approximations
becomes increasingly questionable at ultrastrong coupling.56,57 One
strategy in the limit where light-matter interaction becomes the dominant energy scale was put forward in Ref. 56 and relies on a unitary
transformation that achieves asymptotic decoupling of light and matter degrees of freedom.
B. Cavity control of collective phenomena in quantum
materials
1. Cavity superconductivity

Some of the holiest grails in the ﬁeld of quantum materials are the
quests for higher-temperature superconductivity and for novel unconventional order parameters, in particular topological superconductivity.
The possibility to reach higher critical temperatures by laser driving was
suggested by a series of experiments indicating light-induced superconducting-like states with lifetimes of a few picoseconds,58 recently
extended to nanoseconds.59 There has been a plethora of possible theoretical explanations for these observations, and it is a fair statement that
no ﬁnal conclusion has been reached yet, neither on the nature of the
light-induced states, nor on the microscopic mechanisms behind them.
Nevertheless, theorists have been inspired by those developments to
conceive ideas that might enable cavity superconductivity.
In general, there are two main strategies to achieve this goal. The
ﬁrst one is to employ the direct coupling of electrons and photons and
to use the cavity photons of mediators of an attractive force that gives
rise to Cooper pairing and ultimately superconductivity. The second
strategy is to couple the photons to other degrees of freedom (e.g.,
phonons, magnons, plasmons, excitons, or even a combination
thereof), which in turn couple to the relevant electronic quasiparticles
to provide a pairing mechanism.
(i)

Direct photon-mediated pairing: The most straightforward
fashion in which coupling to cavity modes can impact
superconducting pairing is by providing a pairing glue
through virtual-photon exchange between electrons. This is
in direct analogy to the conventional phonon-mediated
pairing in BCS superconductors. The relevant coupling
term for a dark cavity is the paramagnetic A  p term here.
As noted in Ref. 60, the effective electron–electron interaction mediated by cavity photons is typically long-ranged in
real space and therefore limited in momentum space to
regions very close to the Fermi surface. This is indeed akin
to forward scattering channels in superconductors.61 In
stark contrast to phonon-mediated pairing, however, interactions mediated by the paramagnetic coupling are of current–current type. Thus, according to Ampère’s law it is
attractive for electrons residing on the same side of the
Fermi surface, giving rise to a pair-density wave superconducting instability. Therefore, while the bare critical temperature that can be reached if only the photon-mediated
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contribution is taken into account in a dark cavity might be
limited to the sub-Kelvin regime for realistic settings,
cavity-mediated pairing can boost superconductivity stemming from other—in particular unconventional—pairing
mechanisms.
Another theoretical idea is to focus on the diamagnetic A2
light–matter coupling term.62,63 Here, the basic idea is illustrated in Fig. 2: Upon driving the cavity (here illustrated by
a split-ring cavity) with an external laser (red), laser photons can scatter into and out of the cavity due to diamagnetic interaction. In terms of the quantum photon degrees
of freedom, this creates an effective one-photon coupling
between the electrons and the cavity mode, with a prefactor
that is determined by the laser amplitude. Laser photons
can then virtually scatter into and out of the cavity via the
two-electron process depicted in Fig. 2(b), giving rise to an
effective electron interaction. For this process to be effective,
the laser and cavity frequencies need to be sufﬁciently
strongly detuned. Closer to resonance, the depicted interaction is strongly screened by plasmons and the induced
interaction suppressed. This type of pairing, which is closely
related to well-established schemes for inducing long-range
interactions in ultracold atoms,21,64 has two main advantages: (i) The strength of interaction can be tuned by an
external laser drive. (ii) The sign of the interaction can be
controlled by laser frequency detuning with respect to the
cavity resonance frequency. Another difference with respect
to coupling via paramagnetic light–matter coupling lies in
the fact that diamagnetic coupling involves the electronic
density (the kinetic energy density in tight-binding models)
rather than the current density in the case of the paramagnetic term. Consequently, this scheme could enhance existing conventional pairing instabilities in quantum materials.
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Notably, the cavity-mediated coupling can be enhanced by
an additional photon ﬂuctuation contribution,63 which is
suppressed in conventional phonon-mediated pairing. We
ﬁnally note that similar effects in excitonic systems were
recently demonstrated in experiments.65,66 Here, the strong
coupling to an ionizing transition creates excitons bound by
photon exchange.
The long-range nature of this cavity-mediated interaction
has important consequences for collective modes in the
resulting superconducting state.68 In particular, the Higgs
amplitude mode is pushed in-gap and Bardasis–Schrieffer
exciton modes can be stabilized. In other works, superconductors in a cavity have also been predicted to host new or
cavity-modiﬁed collective modes, for instance polaritons
made out of Bardasis–Schrieffer excitons and photons,47 or
hybrid modes of the Higgs amplitude mode and cavity photons, termed cavity Higgs polaritons.48 In layered superconductors such as the cuprates, cavities may also be made to
hybridize with Josephson plasmon excitations.67 The latter
proposal is shown in Fig. 3, where the superconducting
material is integrated into a microcavity design. The lengths
w are chosen to harbor a k=2 standing wave matched to the
Josephson plasmon resonance. This hybridization was
recently observed in the coupling of plasmons with a split
ring cavity in Ref. 39. The strong coupling to a graphene
plasmon cavity is predicted to reveal hyperbolic Cooper
pair polaritons in cuprate superconductors, which could
provide insights into unconventional superconductivity.26
Cavity coupling is also predicted to give rise to a quantum
analog of the Eliashberg effect.46 In this quantum Eliashberg
effect, the ﬂuctuations of a strongly coupled electromagnetic
ﬁeld can redistribute electronic quasiparticles and thereby
enhance the critical temperature.

FIG. 2. One possible mechanism for photon-mediated electronic pairing in a driven cavity. (a) Setup with a two-dimensional material (square lattice) coupled to a split-ring resonator with electric ﬁeld indicated by blue arrows and resonance frequency xc. The cavity–material system is driven by a laser ﬁeld (red shading) at frequency xL detuned from
xc. (b) Two electrons (green spheres) with cavity-mediated interaction driven by diamagnetic electron–photon coupling with one laser photon (red wiggly arrow) and one cavity
photon (blue wiggly arrow). Reproduced with permission from Gao et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 125, 053602 (2020). Copyright 2020 American Physical Society.62
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FIG. 3. Josephson plasmon polaritons. (a) Sketch of the layered superconductor LSCO, which forms the active material in the proposal. (b) Integrated microcavity design composed of gold (Au) and SrRu3 (SRO) mirrors, as well as La2CuO4 dielectric spacer material surrounding the La2xSrxCu)4 (LSCO) sample. (c) The proposed heterostructure of
several microstructured cavities. Reproduced with permission from Laplace et al., Phys. Rev. B 93, 075152 (2016). Copyright 2016 American Physical Society.67

(ii)

Indirect impact on pairing mechanism via other collective
modes: As discussed above, the direct coupling of photons
to electrons via minimal coupling (quasi-free electrons) or
the Peierls substitution (tight-binding electrons) is often relatively weak. However, photons can couple to other degrees
of freedom that in turn affect the pairing mechanism in a
superconductor.
Most notably, phonons are known to not only be key for
phonon-mediated superconductivity but also play a role in
high-temperature superconductors. The basic idea to
employ phonon polariton formation in order to modify the
effective electron–phonon coupling in a superconductor
was suggested in Ref. 71. In this work, coupling of a branch
of cavity modes to the out-of-plane optical polar phonon
mode at the interface between monolayer FeSe and a
SrTiO3 substrate was considered together with the forwardscattering electron–phonon interaction to the quasi-twodimensional conduction electrons in FeSe. This results in an
indirect electron–photon coupling via phonon polaritons, and
direct electron–photon coupling was neglected since the polarization of the photon mode is orthogonal to the electronic current in that geometry, such that paramagnetic coupling
vanishes, and only a weaker diamagnetic electron–photon
coupling is present. A diagrammatic Migdal–Eliashberg treatment of the resulting electron–phonon–photon system then
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revealed that the softening of the lower polariton branch compared to the bare phonon mode then indeed leads to an
enhanced effective electron–phonon coupling strength
(parametrized by the electronic self-energy and the related
electronic mass enhancement). However, due to the forwardscattering, small-momentum transfer nature of phononmediated superconductivity in that particular model, the
resulting superconducting critical temperature was predicted
to be decreased by the presence of cavity.
A follow-up theoretical work then employed a similar formalism
involving surface plasmon polaritons and phonons to predict
enhanced superconducting critical temperatures in more conventional
BCS superconductors including larger momentum transfers between
electrons and phonons.72 A possible experimental conﬁrmation of the
plasmon- and phonon-mediated mechanism of superconductivity
enhancement was then reported in Ref. 70 (also see discussion in
Ref. 69). The setup employed in this work is sketched in Fig. 4(a).
Grains of superconducting material (Rb3C60) are embedded in a polymer [polystyrene (PS)] matrix and deposited on a gold surface. The
key feature of the polymer is that it strongly absorbs in the infrared
and can, thus, presumably, act as a mediator of coupling between the
superconductor’s optical phonons and the surface-plasmon polaritons
on the gold surface [Fig. 4(b), left panel]. Remarkably, magnetometry
measurements with a superconducting quantum interference device
(SQUID) showed a drop in the magnetic moment at an enhanced
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FIG. 4. Light-enhanced superconductivity through a plasmonic surface. (a) Superconductor (Rb3C60) inside a polymer matrix placed on top of a gold surface. The polymer’s
purpose is to mediate a coupling between surface plasmon polaritons of gold and vibrational modes in the superconductor through its infrared-active phonons. (b) The infrared
(IR) transmittance of Rb3C60 is only weakly suppressed between 1400 and 1500 cm1, pointing to a weak IR absorption in this wavenumber range (upper left panel). By contrast, polystyrene (PS) has a strong IR absorption in this regime through its vibrational modes (lower left panel). Right panels: SQUID measurements of the superconductingpolymer system’s magnetic moment under zero-ﬁeld-cooled (ZFC) and ﬁeld-cooled (FC) conditions suggest an increase in the superconducting critical temperature from 30 K
to 45 K. Reproduced with permission from Genet et al., Phys. Today 74(5), 42–48 (2021). Copyright 2021 AIP Publishing.69 Adapted from Ref. 70.

critical temperature of 45 K compared to 30 K without the gold surface
[Fig. 4(b), right panel], together with a characteristic deviation between
ﬁeld-cooled (FC) and zero-ﬁeld-cooled (ZFC) curves, indicative of a
Meissner effect. The mediator mechanism of the polymer was tested
experimentally by replacing polystyrene with other polymers with different infrared absorption spectrum, in which case no effect of the surrounding on the superconductivity was observed. Taken together, this
evidence suggests that superconductivity can indeed be surprisingly
strongly affected by cavity-like surroundings in conjunction with phonon polariton formation. Clearly, further experimental work exploring
this new ﬁeld of cavity superconductivity and clarifying the microscopic mechanism is desirable.
In related works, exciton polaritons73–75 or hyperbolic plasmons76 were considered as potential mediators of cavity superconductivity. Moreover, the squeezing of phonons involved in
superconducting pairing was suggested as another route to enhancing superconductivity,77 in close similarity to earlier proposals of
electronic squeezing of classically driven phonons.78 Finally, motivated by the observation that classical laser driving of speciﬁc phonon modes that modulate electron–electron interactions leads to
transient superconducting-like states in organic molecular crystals,79
the inﬂuence of phonon polariton formation involving such modes
in cavities on the effective electron–electron interactions was recently
studied.80 We refer to an overview of the zoo of polaritonic modes
that are known, which could be considered as candidates to bring
forward similar ideas, for further reading.81
2. Cavity phononics and ferroelectricity

The formation of cavity polaritons is one obvious consequence of
the coupling of photonic degrees of freedom to collective modes in a
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material, e.g., to phonons. Therefore, it is a natural question to ask
whether the presence of a cavity can also lead to softening and ultimately instability of the crystal lattice toward ferroelectric ordering.
This has been explored theoretically both in general, model settings57
and with ab initio inputs with an eye toward SrTiO3.82 The latter
material is of particular interest since its metastable ferroelectricity via
optical straining with terahertz ﬁelds has been demonstrated experimentally83,84 and investigated theoretically.85
Consider a dark optical cavity with a sample of SrTiO3 embedded
in a dark optical cavity with a dielectric medium [Fig. 5(a)]. A ferroelectric state is formed by a relative displacement between Ti and O
atoms. The relevant ferroelectric phonon mode with coordinate Qf is
^ / ða† þ aÞ as well to a second
coupled to both the photon ﬁeld A
phonon mode Qf [Fig. 5(b)]. The theoretical prediction by Latini et al.,
Ref. 82, is that the combined hybridization between the ferroelectric
mode and the photon and second phonon modes leads, above a critical light–matter coupling strength, to a softening of the ferroelectric
mode, indicating the instability of the system to ferroelectricity. This
was termed the ‘ferroelectric photo ground state.’ In the closely related
work of Ashida et al., Ref. 57, different coupling mechanisms involving
photons, phonons, and plasmons in paraelectric systems between cavity mirrors were analyzed, and analogies between the ferroelectric
phase and a super-radiant phase transition (see below) were pointed
out. Also, a cavity extension of nonlinear phononics2 was suggested.86
3. Correlated systems in a cavity

An entirely new research ﬁeld is opened when one bridges
strongly correlated electrons and their coupling to a cavity. Starting
from models of itinerant electrons with strong correlations, general
considerations have shown how electron–photon coupling can lead to
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FIG. 5. Ferroelectricity mediated by a dark optical cavity. (a) Cartoon of SrTiO3
inside a dielectric medium in a Fabry–Perot cavity. The zoom bubble highlights a
Ti-O displacement induced by the photons in the cavity. (b) Relevant lattice displacements involved in ferroelectric symmetry breaking: the ferroelectric soft mode
with coordinate Qf and a second lattice vibration with coordinate Qc, respectively.
Adapted with permission from Latini et al., Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. 118, e2105618118
(2021). Copyright 2021 Authors, licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution
(CC BY) license.82

modiﬁed effective spin exchange interactions.87,88 Extending these
ideas to driven cavities, the quantum-to-classical crossover of Floquet
engineering of magnetic kinetic exchange interactions in Peierlscoupled Hubbard models downfolded to cavity spin models was
discussed.89 To understand the basic physics, we brieﬂy describe the
cavity Hubbard model [Fig. 6(a)], with

X
X
^
^ ¼ th
^c †j;r^c jþ1;r eiA þ H:c: þ U
^ j;" n
^ j;# þ X^a † ^a ; (3)
n
H
jr

j

where U is the local Hubbard interaction, th is the electronic hopping
matrix element between neighboring atoms, and X denotes the bare
cavity photon frequency. Here, the cavity photon vector potential is
^ ¼ gð^a þ ^a † Þ, with g a dimensionless light–matter coupling strength
A
determined by the cavity setup, and the operators a; a† annihilate/
ð†Þ
create photons. The electronic annihilation (creation) operators cj;r
^ j;r ¼ ^c †j;r^c j;r .
acting on site j and spin r ¼"; # have number operators n
In Ref. 89, it was shown that a suitable cavity Schrieffer–Wolff transformation leads to a cavity-renormalized effective Heisenberg model in the
strong-coupling U  th limit, which for neighboring sites 1 and 2
reads



1
(4)
H ¼ S1 S2  j a† ; a þ X^a † ^a :
2
Here, Si is the usual spin-12 operator on site i, and j½^a † ; ^a  an operator
acting on the photon states, which reduces to the bare spin exchange
interaction term Jex in the absence of the cavity. This can be contrasted
with the classical Floquet result of a Hubbard system driven with a
coherent ﬁeld amplitude E ¼ A=X,90 such that
F
Jex
¼ Jex

X Jj‘j ðAÞ2
;
1 þ ‘X=U
‘
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with Jex ¼ 4th2 =U the exchange interaction of the undriven system and
J‘ ðAÞ the ‘ th Bessel function. Both in the classical and quantum limits, the photon-dressed spin exchange features contributions from virtual processes involving doubly occupied intermediate states with ‘
photons leading to energy denominators U þ ‘X [Fig. 6(b)]. The key
difference between the quantum and classical cases is that the probabilities of photon emission and absorption become unequal in the
quantum limit and depend on the actual photonic wavefunction in the
coupled cavity–matter system. In Ref. 89, it was further shown that
already few-photon states in a cavity lead to renormalization of the
exchange coupling in close similarity to the classical Floquet case provided that the light–matter coupling is strong enough. This result
implies that (i) coherence of photons is not a requirement for Floquet
effects in the strong-coupling regime and (ii) that strong laser driving
might not be necessary. In a ground state cavity, these renormalization
effects reduce magnetic interactions and compete with long-range
interactions mediated by the cavity, which are analogous to those discussed above in superconductors.87 Optically bright excitations in the
Hubbard model can further hybridize to create Mott polaritons, thus
strongly affecting the optical conductivity of the coupled cavity–
electron system.88
An investigation of a system with intertwined charge-density
wave and superconducting orders (attractive U Hubbard chain)
showed how coupling to a cavity can selectively suppress or enhance
the charge and pair correlations depending on the detuning between
the cavity frequency and the Hubbard U parameter.91 Starting from a
two-dimensional Heisenberg-type spin model with short-range spin
exchange and long-range dipolar interactions, it was shown how coupling of the electrons to cavity photons can leads to cavity-induced
quantum spin liquid phases even in originally unfrustrated spin systems.92 A recent study investigated opportunities for coupling spin
excitations (magnons) relevant for parent compounds of hightemperature cuprate superconductors to cavity modes through
spin–orbit coupling and the crystal lattice, paving the way for ideas to
employ the hybridization between spin ﬂuctuations in doped materials
and cavity photons to potentially affect high-temperature superconductivity.93 Finally, it was shown that the coupling of a cavity to interband transitions could enhance an instability toward the formation of
an excitonic insulator.94 This excitonic condensation takes place concomitantly with a super-radiant phase transition in the cavity which
we will discuss below. A strong enhancement of ferromagnetism in
yttrium barium copper oxide (YBCO) nanoparticles was reported in
recent experiments,95 employing light–matter collective strong coupling involving gold mirrors and polystyrene embeddings, similar to
that reported in Ref. 70.
4. Light–magnon coupling

Strong, single-particle (photon/magnon) coherent coupling
between the magnetic long-wavelength modes of a magnetically
ordered magnetic material and the electromagnetic modes of a microwave cavity was theoretically predicted in 2010 by Soykal and Flatte.96
Seminal experimental papers demonstrated this coupling regime.97–100
The employed material is usually yttrium iron garnet (Y3Fe5O12, YIG),
an insulator known for its low Gilbert damping, which governs the
dissipation of the magnon modes. In this regime of GHz frequencies,
the magnetization of the sample couples to the magnetic ﬁeld of the
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FIG. 6. Hubbard model coupled to a photon mode. (a) Sketch of Hubbard dimer with hopping th and on-site interaction U coupled to a cavity photon mode with frequency X.
(b) Energetics of relevant virtual processes leading to cavity-modiﬁed spin exchange interaction in the U  th limit. Spins on neighboring lattice sites are exchanged through
virtual processes involving doubly occupied sites and different numbers of photon-absorbed and photon-emitted states with energies U þ ‘X as indicated. Adapted with
permission from Sentef et al., Phys. Rev. Res. 2, 033033 (2020). Copyright 2020 Authors, licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution (CC BY) license.89

microwave (MW) mode via the usual dipolar Zeeman coupling, resulting in a coupling of the type gMW ðm† þ mÞða† þ aÞ between magnons
mð†Þ and photons að†Þ . The strong coupling is reﬂected in the hybridization of the microwave and magnon modes at resonance, with very
high cooperativities (e.g., 107, see Ref. 100). The resonance, denominated a cavity magnon polariton, can be tuned by an external magnetic
ﬁeld controlling the frequency of the magnon modes. MW cavities
have been used to mediate strong coherent coupling between magnons
and a superconducting qubit.101 The tunability of these systems
makes them amenable to explore non-Hermitian physics by designing
the coupling to be in the dissipative regime.102 Moreover, coherent
coupling of cavity magnon polaritons to phonons can be probed and
harnessed.103,104 We note that photon condensation and cavityenhanced magnetism was also suggested theoretically recently.105
While strong resonant coupling of magnons to photons in
the MW regime is by now routinely realized, achieving strong coupling to optical photons (usually infrared 200 THz, where YIG is
transparent)—which are highly detuned—is much more challenging.
At these frequencies, the permeability is that of the vacuum and the
magnetization couples perturbatively to the electric ﬁeld. The resulting
coupling is proportional to the optical spin density of the EM ﬁeld and
therefore quadratic in the electric ﬁeld, gopt m† ða†1 a2 Þ þ h:c: The same
coupling mechanism is responsible for magnetic Brillouin scattering
and the Faraday effect, and its strength is proportional to the Verdet
constant of the material. YIG has a reasonably large Verdet constant,
which is why it is used for Faraday rotators and isolators. Seminal
experiments demonstrated coherent coupling in YIG by using an
optical cavity to enhance the coupling.106–108 The cavity is in this case
realized by the material itself when properly patterned—the light is
trapped by total internal reﬂection. The typical geometry is a sphere of
YIG hosting optical whispering gallery modes. Although the
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theoretically predicted optimal coupling is large109,110 (MHz, comparable to the coupling in optomechanics where optical photons couple
to phonons), in practice the coupling remains weak due to poor mode
overlap and large mode volumes.
5. Topology and quantum Hall effect

Cavity quantum Hall systems have been a very active ﬁeld of
research since the ﬁrst demonstration of many-body quantum optics
with Landau polaritons36—hybridizations of a cavity mode with a
cyclotron transition of a two-dimensional electron gas. We have mentioned several seminal experiments from this ﬁeld already in this
review, including the observation of high cooperativities in solid state
cavity QED25 or of the Bloch–Siegert shift.41 Other notable examples
include the change of Shubnikov–de-Haas oscillations in transport
measurements111 and the impact of a nonparabolic band structure.112
Floquet engineering of topology was triggered by the insight that
circularly polarized light breaks time-reversal symmetry and therefore
opens a gap at a two-dimensional Dirac point;113,114 this led to the
research ﬁeld of Floquet topological states of matter.115 Since the key
ingredient behind the gap opening is not the presence of a quasiclassical coherent state of many photons but rather the time-reversal
symmetry breaking through circular light polarization itself, it is natural to consider quantum ﬂuctuations of a circularly polarized mode in
a chiral cavity as a different way of opening the gap and inducing nontrivial topology. The gap opening through vacuum dressing of Dirac
fermions with circularly polarized light was ﬁrst discussed in Ref. 116
and later extended to spectral functions and the quantized anomalous
Hall response in a cavity Chern insulator,117 i.e., an insulator with a
bandgap and a nonzero Chern number due to broken time-reversal
symmetry.
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We brieﬂy discuss the key ingredients that lead to the cavity
Chern insulator. The bare electronic structure is a branch of Dirac fermions with momentum-dependent 2  2 Hamiltonian hðkÞ
¼ hvF ðkx rx  ky ry Þ, with Fermi velocity vF and Pauli matrices ri.
^ to the photonic vecThe Dirac fermion is coupled via hk ! hk  eA
^ For right-handed circularly polarized light with polaritor potential A.
zation vector e ¼ p1ﬃﬃ2 ð1; iÞ, this leads to the replacement hvF ðkx þ iky Þ
pﬃﬃﬃ
 eA0 2a† in hðkÞ, where a† creates a photon in the lowest cavity respﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
onance mode with frequency x, and A0 ¼ h
=ðee0 VxÞ, with vacuum permittivity e0, cavity volume V, and dielectric constant e of the
dielectric embedding of the two-dimensional material in the cavity. In
Ref. 117, a second-order many-body perturbation theory calculation
of the cavity-induced electronic self-energy was performed, resulting
in an intra-sublattice self-energy with the diagonal structure of the rz
Pauli matrix. At the Dirac point, a gap opening in the weak-coupling
limit was predicted, with energy gap D ¼ 2h1 e2 vF2 A20 =x. Notably,
this result is in exact analogy to the Floquet result in the highfrequency (or weak-driving) limit, with the only difference being that
the amplitude of the classical circularly polarized laser vector potential
A0 (Floquet) is replaced here by the amplitude of the quantum ﬂuctuations of circularly polarized photon mode. We refer to recent works on
potential implementations and applications of chiral optical cavities118
and chiral quantum optics119–121 for further reading.
While the proposed cavity-induced Chern insulator remains a
challenge for future experiments, the opposite question has already
been investigated, i.e., whether the presence of a cavity can affect and
potentially destroy topological protection. To this end, a Hall bar with a
two-dimensional (2D) electron gas was embedded in a terahertz splitring resonator, and the corresponding longitudinal and transverse
resistances measured as a function of an external magnetic ﬁeld perpendicular to the sample plane.122 It was shown that the integer quantum Hall plateaus were signiﬁcantly affected by the presence of the
cavity photon ﬁeld, compared to the reference sample without resonator. These results were interpreted as a cavity-induced breakdown of
topological protection due to cavity-mediated long-range hopping processes (also cf. the related theory work Ref. 123). By contrast, the fractional quantum Hall plateaus were found to be largely unaffected by
the cavity. The cavity modiﬁcation of Hofstadter butterﬂy fractals in
magnetotransport experiments was theoretically proposed in Ref. 124.
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H ¼ hxz

N
X
j¼1
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N
X
2k
rzj þ pﬃﬃﬃﬃ ða þ a† Þ
rxj þ hxc a† a;
N
j¼1

(6)

super-radiance manifests itself as a continuous transition at a critical
†
coupling strength kc at which the vector potential
pﬃﬃﬃﬃ A  a þ a spontaneously exhibits a macroscopic value hai  N . Experimental demonstrations126–129 of a related effect in the nonequilibrium pumped
and open Dicke model were associated with this equilibrium type of
super-radiance as well,130 but in its core this effect is physically distinct
from equilibrium super-radiance.
The prospect of super-radiance has received tremendous research
attention. In the context of cavity materials,131 it has been conjectured
that a similar effect might be found; after all, a collection of two-level
systems132 is not so different from spinful electrons moving in electronic bands. However, it was soon realized that keeping only the lowest order term linear in A of a Peierls substitution15 or only the linear
order in A for the electron gas14 breaks gauge invariance and can lead
to a false super-radiant phase transition, in close similarity to the
Dicke model.133–137 False super-radiant transitions can easily be found
in such erroneous treatments and higher order terms restoring gauge
invariance will provide no-go theorems138–140 for the equilibrium
super-radiance transition in spatially homogeneous cavity ﬁelds. One
way to circumvent these no-go theorems was suggested, which was to
take into account spatially inhomogeneous modes141–143 that transfer
a ﬁnite momentum q to the electrons in an electron–photon scattering
process. Moreover, whether the nonequilibrium version of superradiance can be found in quantum materials driven by laser pulses
remains an intriguing question of current research (Fig. 7).
IV. OUTLOOK
The ﬁeld of cavity quantum materials is clearly an emergent
research ﬁeld in its very infancy. It brings together researchers from
a variety of communities, including quantum materials science (especially in two-dimensions), quantum many-body physics, ultrafast and
nonlinear laser-based spectroscopy, quantum optics and semiconductor

6. Super radiance

In 1954, Dicke made the astonishing theoretical discovery that
the probability of an excited atom (or two-level system) to emit a photon increases drastically when a second atom is placed nearby.125 This
puzzling effect even appears if the atoms are not directly coupled and
even if the second atom is not in the excited but in its ground state.
Dicke explained in his seminal work that this effect is driven by the
mutual interaction of the atoms with a common light ﬁeld. Under
the assumption that the wavelength of the light is much larger than
the separation of the two-level systems emitting the photons, these
emitters can coherently interact with the light, giving rise to a collective
phenomenon called super-radiance in the limit of many emitters.
Super-radiance leads to a collective emission of photons scaling as N2
with the number N of emitters. In a simpliﬁed Dicke model described
by the Hamiltonian [neglecting terms OðA2 Þ]
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FIG. 7. Illustration of super-radiance in the Dicke model. The likeliness to emit a
photon out of the excited states for an ensemble of identical two-level systems
increases with the number of its constituents. In the thermodynamic limit, a spontaneous transition into a state with macroscopically occupied photon mode is found in
the Dicke model.
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physics, nanoplasmonics and nanophotonics, and polaritonic chemistry.
Naturally, this infancy implies that community-building measures are
of tremendous importance to ﬁnd a common language and identify relevant near- and midterm goals. In the following, we sketch our personal
vision for the ﬁeld, summarized in Fig. 8.
One key aspect that has become evident in this brief review is
that it is mostly theory-driven, with only a few subﬁelds where experiments are charting the path. Therefore, theoretical proposals with clear
predictions and guidelines for experimentalists are needed. In order to
achieve this, theory needs to become more realistic in treating the light
ﬁeld: descriptions need to go beyond the long-wavelength limit,
include multimode descriptions, take the proper cavity geometry into
account, involve near-ﬁeld effects and a realistic inclusion of screening
and light–matter feedback effects. To this end, it is desirable to join
forces with ab initio descriptions of light and matter in polaritonic
chemistry that are being developed144 in order to achieve predictive
power for the control of quantum materials with classical and quantum light.145
Regarding the control of material properties via collective modes,
it is important to devise strategies to employ cavities to induce mode
softening and strong ﬂuctuations outside the light cone, that is, at
wave vectors that span a sizeable fraction of the Brillouin zone. Such
strategies naturally connect to the above-mentioned ﬁnite-wavelength
and near-ﬁeld effects and would allow to trigger phase transitions, e.g.,
cavity-induced ferroelectricity, charge-density wave formation, or even
super-radiance. As discussed above, super-radiance-like phenomena
could also potentially be generated by driving a cavity–material platform away from thermal equilibrium, and thus the demonstration of
non-equilibrium super-radiance in quantum materials inside a cavity
constitutes one important goal in the ﬁeld.
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More generally, we envision that there is ‘plenty of room’ in
between the quantum limit of dark cavities at strong light–matter coupling and the classical limit of strongly driven systems. As described
above, ﬁrst theoretical results indicate that the vision of Floquet engineering of many-body properties in quantum materials might be
achievable in a cavity, in which heating and decoherence issues could
be mitigated. Therefore, we posit that one central goal of the ﬁeld is to
explore the crossover regime between quantum and classical Floquet
engineering and to demonstrate few-photon Floquet engineering.
From a quantum materials perspective, it is desirable to synthesize new materials that engineer favorable light–matter coupling
effects. As brieﬂy mentioned above, Moire van der Waals materials are
one promising class of systems for this endeavor, as they allow for tunability of electronic properties and have shown intriguing potential to
realize various prototypical solid state model Hamiltonians.146 Their
controllable and nontrivial quantum-geometric multi-band properties
can lead to outsized light–matter coupling effects in quasi-ﬂat electronic bands with squeezed kinetic energies.50 This would establish
cavitwistronics as the combination of twistronics with cavitronics.
Moreover, cavity quantum materials could be used as photonic
platforms and integrated in photon-based quantum technologies. We
envision that the strong electronic interactions that are typical of quantum materials could provide a means to create efﬁcient photonic interactions for two-photon quantum gates, and enable the creation of
nonclassical states of light. With the notable exception of few experiments in Landau polaritons147 or molecular samples,148 this direction
of research has remained largely unexplored to date.
Finally, it is an intriguing perspective to employ the strong coupling between photons and matter as a sensor, or probe, for the emergent many-body properties of quantum materials embedded in

FIG. 8. Potential future directions in cavity quantum materials. Here, we summarize some future directions for the ﬁeld of cavity quantum materials (center), expanding into ﬁve
different avenues (arranged on the outer circle). On the level of modeling, improvements in keeping multi-mode and geometric effects must be undertaken. Furthermore, in
terms of quantum materials it would be intriguing to combine novel platforms, such as twisted van der Waals materials, with the ﬁeld of cavity engineering. On the subject of
super-radiance, we expect nonequilibrium super-radiance to move into the center of attention. Finally, the investigation of entangled photons in cavities as a probe of the quantum material under scrutiny or in their own right for applications in quantum technologies could prove fruitful.
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cavities. This could for instance help identify ﬂuctuations near phase
transitions and—due to the collective nature of the cavity–matter
coupling—provide access to nonlocal information about the system,
such as entanglement entropies or topological properties. For instance,
recent analytical work and matrix product state simulations connect
the Renyi entropy to the cavity Fano factor in the case of a Kitaev
chain coupled to a single cavity mode.149 It remains to be seen whether
these promising insights can be transferred to the analysis of other correlated materials and establish cavity-enabled ﬂuctuation sensing as a
novel probe in condensed matter platforms.
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